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Course Aims

� Formal approach to natural 
language meaning

� Review of selected research 
domains

� Academic skills



Topics
Part 1 – formal semantics:

� Background

� Set theory

� Types and models

� Lambda’s 

� Quantification

Part 2 – selected topics:

� Pragmatics

� Degree semantics

� Plurality

� Events

� Experimental pragmatics



Course Grade

40% Midterm exam (part 1)

obligatory passing grade

20% Homework assignments

10%: 5 hw’s part 1: obligatory passing grade

10%: 2 hw’s part 2: fully graded

20% Class presentation

20% Extended abstract of presentation 

(5pp.)



Course Material

Part 1: 

� Partee, ter Meulen and Wall: 

Mathematical Methods in Linguistics 

Ch.1-3

� Partee’s Memories

� Lecture notes Yoad + textbook drafts

� Gamut 1+2

Part 2: 

� Will appear on website



Please note

Course locations: 
� Tuesday: 09.00-10.45 D23 206

� Thursday: 15.15-17.00 ADD 001

Please subscribe to mailing list 
through the course site.

Communication with teachers preferably 

in person after class. 



Let’s go!

1- Historical background

2- Meaning and form

3- Set theory



Gottlob Frege 
(1848-1925)

From Language to Logic



Prove It!

David Hilbert 
(1862-1943)



A Blow to Formalism

Kurt Gödel
(1906-1978)



Model it!

Alfred Tarski 
(1902-1983)



Meanwhile in Cognitive Science

Noam Chomsky
(1928)

“It seems clear, then that 
undeniable, though only 
imperfect correspondences 
hold between formal and 
semantic features in 
language.”

(Syntactic Structures, 1957)

“...Chomsky would say [that] 

the semantic purposes do not 
determine the form of the 
syntax or even influence it in 
any significant way.”

(Chomsky's Revolution in 

Linguistics, John R. Searle, 1972)



Towards a Synthesis

Richard Montague 
(1930-1971)

"There is in my opinion no 
important theoretical difference 
between natural languages and 
the artificial languages of 
logicians; indeed, I consider it 
possible to comprehend the 
syntax and semantics of both 
kinds of language within a single 
natural and mathematically 
precise theory. On this point I 
differ from a number of 
philosophers, but agree, I 
believe, with Chomsky and his 
associates.”
(Universal Grammar, 1970)



The Key to Montague’s Program

Frege’s Principle of Compositionality

The meaning of a compound expression is 

a function of the meanings of its parts, and 

the ways they combine with each other.

MeaningCompositionalityForm



Ambiguous Expressions

I saw the man with the telescope 



I saw the man with the telescope

Syntactic Ambiguity



I saw the man with the telescope

Syntactic Ambiguity



I saw the man with the telescope

Syntactic-Semantic Ambiguity



I saw the man with the telescope

Syntactic-Semantic Ambiguity



Mentalist vs. Linguistic Meaning Relations



Entailment



Models and Entailments



Assumptions about our models

Thus:

Convention:



TCC - example



Compoitionality



Structural ambiguity (1)



Structural ambiguity (2)

Note: Ambiguity vs. vagueness



Prerequisite: Naive Set Theory

� membership, equality, subset

� set specification

� empty set and set construction

� set union, intersection, complement, difference

� powersets

� ordered pairs, cartesian products

� relations, domain, range

� properties of relations: symmetry, transitivity...

� functions

� inverse functions, function composition

� injection, surjection, bijection

Partee, ter Meulen and Wall: Mathematical 

Methods in Linguistics Ch.1-3



Sets

� A set is an axiomatic/intuitive notion.

� Axiom system in Set Theory – Zermelo-Fränkel

� Naïve Set Theory

� Intuitively: a set is an abstract collection of objects, 
which are called the set members or elements.

A =  { De Vries, Toledo, Winter } 

B =  { Chomsky, Montague }

C =  { A, B }  

=  { { De Vries, Toledo, Winter }, { Chomsky, Montague } }

D =  { Obama, Romney }

E =  { C, D } 

=  { { { De Vries, Toledo, Winter }, { Chomsky, Montague } },

{ Obama, Romney } }

De Vries is 

element of A

De Vries is not 
element of C



Elements and Subsets



Set equality



Describing sets



Basic operations on Sets

Prove:



Simple proof - example



Tina is not tall and thin

Thus, under analysis A we have:

Tina is [[not tall] and thin] � Tina is not tall

Under analysis B we have:

Tina is [not [tall and thin]] � Tina is not tall



Power Sets



Relations



Relations (cont.)



Cartesian Products



Functions



One-to-one and onto



Sets having the same size



Example



Sets of functions

Example:



Characteristic Functions

X

oops



Currying


